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Should One Let Go Of One
Reality To Create A New
Reality?
By Derek White Editor © October 2018

Important Legal Notice: This article is mere- al expert in the area can either be very simply don’t care an- these decisions one
As we are living in a very ly an observation of of life that you are good and it is very ymore about the con- must be very careoverly legal minded soand about life in thinking about mak- beneficial to a per- sequences of getting ful that there are no
ciety: Nothing in this

article is to be taken
as financial, social,
legal,
relationship,
health or any other
possible type of advice or recommendation about any area
of your life.

It is not a recommendation that you
or any other reader
should suddenly up
and change anything
in their life based on
the words, concepts
or ideas contained in
this article.

general.

ing changes.

Any decisions and
changes you make
should
be well
thought
out and
based on the proper
realities and known
outcomes of life

Often in life many
people are in the
unhappy situation or
circumstances
that
they are in because
they are “Unwilling”
to let go of
And then we reach
“Something” the “Something” that
is so painful and so
Someone,
Some difficult and so tireJob, Some Career, some that a person
Some Money, Some cannot wait to get
Real Estate, Some rid of it and or dump
Business, the list of it out of their life as
“Somethings” is end- quickly as humanly
possible.
less right?
This
“Something” Why? Because they

Before you make
any major changes
in your life you must
do all your own due
diligence and seek
the advice of a fully
qualified professional and get the guidance of a profession-

son or their family or
it can also be very
painful and or very
difficult but not yet
so much so that they
are not yet willing to
let go of it.

rid of it and out of dire or dangerous outcomes.
their life.
For
some people
these above decisions
are life changing and
for the better and for
some people their decision to change is
the
worst possible
decision they could
have ever made and
the decision to get rid

With all that having
been said, let’s move
on with the subject of
letting go of “Something” that if it is
truly let go of, then
there is now room for
new and better or different things to come
into that person’s life.

of “it” creates even
more horrible out- Article continued on
comes and misery for page...20.
them.
So before one makes
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Waves Of Environmentally Friendly Good News,
Inspirational Stories & Positive Solutions
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People’s Lives Better.
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way of ending
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Your Two Key Responsibilities
As A Boundless Leader
By Zoe Herbert

What are our key re- we handed over the
sponsibilities as lead- 100 rupees, which is
ers?
in effect $1 in Australian terms, he was genAs Boundless Lead- uinely surprised that
ers, if we are to go to we’d come back.
the edge of what is
possible, what do we As you can understand
really need to keep in it was crowded and it
mind?
was actually bit of an
epic to get back there
I got my answers in to give 100 rupees.
Sri Lanka when Rob
and I went to the visit You could see when
the temple of the relic we left him first of
of Buddha’s tooth on all he was quite disPoya day, a national appointed and in the
holiday of the full background of his
moon and it was very mind was likely this
crowded. It is very sa- narrative ‘oh yeah cred to the Buddhist a bunch of foreign
traditions of the peo- tourists, they’ll never
ple there.
come back.” And we
did!
We went to leave our
shoes at the place After we left that inwhere you leave your teraction we stopped
shoes, and we did not to help a family of
have enough change about ten people who
to pay the gentleman - had travelled far to
it was 100 rupees. So come to see the relic
we told him that we’d because it’s quite a pilcome back and give grimage for Buddhists
him the money.
in the country of Sri
Lanka and we helped
It took us two hours to them take a photo.
get back there! When

They were so thankful! One of the young
fellas came up to us
afterwards and asked,
“where are you from what country are you
from?” And we said,
‘Australia’. Reflecting
on these two stories,
these two incidents
made me think about
what are our key responsibilities as leaders?
I believe there are two
main key responsibilities.
The first is kindness to
yourself.
If we don’t start there,
there is no hope of us
being kind to others.
We need to model and
embody what is most
important to us as
leaders and kindness
is one of the key integral ones.
Kindness keeps us
centered and stable.
It reminds us that no
matter what we are

achieving and striving for, how we go
about it is as valuable
as what we create.
We are here to add
value to others, not
just take it. Kindness
to ourselves is the
starting point for this.

end up in a position of
political influence and
be more inclined to
give the benefit of the
doubt than to judge.

ers with big hearts to
make a big difference.
She is passionate
about showing leaders
how to challenge limitations so they can live
It is easy to judge and and lead with boundfear what we do not less energy, confidence, and conviction.
know.

Conversely, it is very
Kindness to others is difficult to hate peothe second responsi- ple when we have an
bility.
interaction of kindness with them.
Why is kindness a key
responsibility?
In small moments of
kindness
we seed
I
believe that the openness. This can
small moments are the blossom into a muDNA for the big mo- tual respect and willments.
ingness to
open
discourse. This is
When the young child something we badly
asked, ‘what coun- need around the globe,
try are you from’ and and in our work.
we said, ‘Australia’ I
like to think that that So there you have it.
planted a seed of good Two key responsibiliwill between nations. ties: kindness to yourHe will hopefully self and kindness to
think kindly of Aus- others because the riptralians in the future, ple effect is global.
and be open to other ***
Australian visitors.
Zoë is on a mission to
Who knows, he may encourage big think-

With over 30 years
experience developing leaders, she has
published “Composure: How Centered
Leaders Make the
Biggest Impact” and
“Moments: Leadership When It Matters
Most.” http://www.

zoerouth.com/
book/

Article Source: http://
EzineArticles.com/
expert/Zoe_Herbert/3251
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By Dr. Edward Group DC, NP, DACBN, DCBCN, DABFM
Published on October 17, 2018

Holy Basil: Top 12 Amazing Health Benefits
monly used in cooking; though related,
they’re two different
plants. The leaves,
seeds, and flowers
of holy basil contain
many nutrients, including vitamin A,
vitamin C, calcium,
Also called Tulsi, zinc, and iron.[3]
legend has it that the
plant is an earthly The Benefits Of
manifestation of the
Taking
Hindu goddess who
was devoted to Vish- Holy Basil.
nu — the god who
preserves
creation Both ancient tradition and modern sciand life.
ence attribute an arTulsi is often grown ray of health benefits
around Hindu shrines to holy basil, includand offered in wor- ing antifungal, antiship as
a sacred bacterial, antiviral,
plant, and because of antiprotozoal, antioxits role in the Hindu idant, anti-inflammareligion, some con- tory, and adaptogenic
sider chewing the properties.[1]
leaves a disrespectful
Natural
healthcare
act.
providers use this
Because of its many herb to normalize
therapeutic proper- lung, liver, eye, kidties, Ayurvedic prac- ney, bone, thyroid,
titioners have used metabolic, and resholy basil for centu- piratory conditions.
ries.[1]
Historically, healthWhat Is Holy care providers also
used holy basil for
Basil?
skin conditions including ringworm,
Holy basil Ocimum insect bites, and acne,
sanctum (sometimes and to calm digestive
called Ocimum ten- issues. Below are the
uiflorum) is a green, most common benleafy plant with pur- efits that holy basil
ple flowers.[2] Part offers.
of the mint family,
holy basil is an aro- 1. Reduces Anxiety
matic shrub native to
& Stress.
India. Don’t confuse
holy basil with sweet
Holy basil is a natubasil (also called
ral adaptogen, which
Thai basil)
comWhether you use it
to reduce stress, improve sleep, or boost
your immune system, holy basil is an
amazing herb with
many
therapeutic
properties.

is a substance that
reduces anxiety and
stress. Adaptogens
help your body adapt
to stress by boosting
your immune system, increasing endurance, and balancing moods.
A small-scale trial
found that when 35
human subjects took
500 mg of holy basil twice daily, they
reported
improvements in their overall
mood.[4]
Two
antioxidants
that this herb contains, rosmarinic acid
and carnosic acid,
help protect cells.
These powerful antioxidants counteract
free radicals and radiation, battling environmental stresses on
a cellular level.[1]

2. Balances Blood
Sugar

Holy basil’s positive
impact on blood sugar
levels provides one of
its most powerful and
important benefits.
A study showed that
patients with non-insulin-dependent diabetes had better blood
sugar levels after taking 2.5 g (2,500 mg)
of holy basil leaves
every day for four
weeks.[5]
Article continued on
page...11.
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Discover The Secret To
Receiving:
“You Can Have Everything In Life You
Want, If You Will Just Help Enough
Other People Get What They Want”.
Zig Ziglar
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Did You Know That We Are Now
Pumping Out Good News And Positive
Solutions To People In Over 20
Countries Every Week?
Can you help us spread the word even further by
subscribing to our Newspaper for just $3.30 Per week?
If you can please click “HERE” to be taken to
our home page to subscribe. Thank you :-).
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Learn To Play Banjo The
EASY Way!
By Geoffrey White

Phone Geoffrey For Lessons In Sydney On: 0434 544 181

Or Go To: https://www.dreamtreebanjos.com/

work at it and PRACTICE, just a few minutes a day CONSISTENTLY and with
PURPOSE, you will
The first video is al- learn and learn quickmost 15 minutes long ly.
and is a GIFT.
Geoffrey White develIf you like what you oped his playing and
see then you can pur- teaching style after
Learn
“Pick-Ham- chase lessons at an learning the HARD
mer”!
TWO-FIN- affordable rate and way over 40 years
GER, EASY, step-by- take your time. If you ago! When he started
Discover how EASY
it is to pick up and
play banjo...did you
ever want to learn
but had trouble with
teachers and sites
and videos that were
just TOO HARD to
grasp?? NOT ANYMORE!

EASY-step BANJO
that will have you
playing FAST with
step by step videos.

in earnest at the age
of 16 his friends would
tease him, his family would discourage
him, and others would
laugh and carry on.
WHERE are his critics now? GONE! And
where is he, you ask?
RIGHT HERE, teaching you how to do it
and you WON’T have
to put up with what
HE went through.

of the world...
www. YOU CAN TOO
dreamtreebanjos.
!!
com

Geoffrey’s
website:

new its

is online NOW and
available FOR YOU!

Dreamtree
Studios
was founded in 2002
with the purpose to
help people dazzle
others with their music and raise the spirPage 8
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Do You Want To Listen To
Some Positive Talk Radio With
Solutions Offered?

Then Tune Into
www.healthylife.net
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Holy Basil: Top 12 Amazing Health Benefits

3. Helps Heart
Health.

Article
continued rats, and while doing
from page 5.
so, they discovered it
improved and lowParticipants in both ered cholesterol levstudies experienced els.[6]
substantial reductions
in their fasting blood This led the scientists
glucose levels and to conclude that holy
blood glucose levels. basil may strengthen
the
cardiovascular
If this is something system. Other studies
you’re trying to get have shown that the
in check, check out herb can help proour article on natural mote normal blood
ways to lower blood pressure in people.[1]
sugar.
4. Freshens Your
3.
Helps
Heart Breath.
Health.
If you grow the plant
It turns out holy bas- yourself,
you can
il may benefit your chew holy basil leaves
heart health, as well. as a mouth freshener
A team of researchers — that is, if it does
looked at how eugen- not go against your
ol essential oil — one religious beliefs.[7]
of the components of
holy basil — affected Holy basil is an herb
diabetes in laboratory that can eliminate the

germs in your mouth,
giving you fresher
breath and better oral
health care. You can
also buy holy basil powder, which is
ground-up leaves, and
use that in place of
toothpaste.
Just sprinkle some
on your toothbrush,
and brush as normal.
To find other ways to
freshen your breath,
check out our 7 herbs
for bad breath article.
5. Improves Sleep.
You may want to
start adding holy basil
to your nighttime routine for better sleep.
After a group of researchers from India
gave adults ages 18 to
65 1200 mg of holy

basil before bed, they
experienced
more
restful sleep and felt
less tired during the
day.[8]

If you have an earache, holy basil may
help. Researchers discovered that a drop
of juice from the
leaves could soothe
6. Soothes
Head- and improve earache
aches
symptoms in kids and
One of holy basil’s adults.[10]
most popular uses is
relieving headaches.
This might be related
to its ability to reduce
[9] Ayurvedic prac- pain
sensitivity as
titioners believe the well as swelling and
herb
balances the irritation in the body.
three doshas, which [11]
are energies in the
body. Holy basil is 8. Protects the Stomalso used in Ayur- ach.
veda to relieve the
tension that creates Ancient practitioners
headaches.
Studies of Ayurveda used
have found that pa- holy basil for stomtients who regularly ach conditions, and
take holy basil sup- science
has since
plements experience confirmed its benefits
fewer headaches.[10] to the digestive system.
7. Relieves Earaches Researchers
found

that holy basil oil
helped decrease ulcers in laboratory animals.[12]
In another study, not
only did holy basil reduce existing gastric
and duodenal ulcers,
it even prevented animals from developing them in the first
place.[13]
Article continued on
page...15.
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Revealed The Correct
Tool To Help You Make
A Passive Income?

To Discover The Right Tool For
The Job Click Here
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Discover Why Backing The
Fred Hollows Foundation
Can Help Heal The World

https://www.hollows.org/au/donate
Did you know that
according
to research
commissioned by The Fred
Hollows
Foundation with PricewaterhouseCoopers –
which uncovered the
compelling link between restoring sight
and economic development.
It found that for
every $1 invested
in ending avoidable
blindness, there was
a $4 economic benefit for a country’s
economy.

nation can see, more
people can go to
school, work, raise
children or start
businesses. Ending
avoidable blindness
improves the economy, equality, skills,
GDP and development of a nation,
while reducing its
financial and social
burden.
Here
are
some
findings from the
research:
There
are
still
millions who need
our help.

live in developing Globally: a potential
return of $4 in
countries.
economic gains.
It’s not just people
Pakistan: a potential
who are suffering.
return of $6.
Ending
avoidable
blindness
could Kenya: a potential
inject
as
much return of $3.56.
as $517 billion
Province
into
struggling Yunnan
economies over a (one of the poorest
decade.
regions in China):
a potential return of
Every
year, $3.16.
avoidable blindness
costs
developing Article
source:
countries
around https://www.hollows.
$49 billion in lost org/au/what-we-do/
e n d i n g - a v o i d a b l eeconomic activity.

Ending
avoidable
An estimated 32.4 blindness in the
million people are developing
world
blind around the can be achieved for
world.
as little as $2.20 per
person, per year.
A further 191 million
are visually impaired For
every
$1
90%
of
people invested in blindness
If more people in a who
are
blind prevention.
By looking at our
key goal through an
economic lens, it
was demonstrated
that ending avoidable blindness has
benefits reaching far
beyond health alone.

blindness/research
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Holy Basil: Top 12 Amazing Health Benefits

12. Promotes
Eye Health.

Article
continued eugenol found in holy
from page..11.
basil — a compound
also found in clove
9. Reduces Body oil — deters harmful
organisms. Bacteria,
Fever.
such as Cutibacterium
People have used holy acnes (formerly called
basil — specifically Propionibacterium acthe juice from fresh nes) can cause chronleaves — for centuries ic acne and inflame
to reduce fevers and minor skin blemishes.
boost
the immune
One team of researchsystem.[14]
ers created various
One study mentions herbal anti-acne gel
with
that in past times, combinations
people used holy various combinations
basil to treat malarial of holy basil, crepe
fever. The eugenol jasmine, tea tree oil.
in holy basil also has
insecticidal and lar- They found that varivicidal effects against ous anti-acne gel
mosquito
larvae, formulations that inwhich cause malaria. cluded holy basil had
nearly the same an[15]
tibacterial activity as
10. Improves Skin prescription antibiotic
gel.[16]

Health.

Studies show that the

11. Boosts
Function

Like the Ayurvedic
herb
ashwagandha,
holy basil supports
cognitive
function
— in other words,
memory and learning.
It boosts anti-stress
agents in the brain,
improving brain activity by increasing
glutathione
peroxidase activity — an
enzyme that protects
your cells from oxidative damage.[17]
Another study revealed that holy basil
protects neurons in
the brain from damage.[18]

12. Promotes Eye
Health.

Traditionally,
practitioners
used holy
basil eye drops for a
variety of conditions,
Brain including cataracts,

glaucoma, or conjunc- nutrients.
tivitis.
How to Take Holy
A study published in Basil.
2000 showed that eye
drops containing the Holy basil is available
leaf extract had anti- in many forms, such
oxidant, antibacterial, as powders, essential
and anti-fungal activ- oils, extracts, and teas.
ity, and also reduced You can grow holy
redness and irritation, basil or buy it fresh.
improving these ocu- The seeds, leaves,
and flowers can all be
lar conditions.[19]
used.
Holy Basil Nutrition
Facts.
Tea
You can make holy
One gram of fresh basil tea from fresh
holy basil has 0 calo- or dry leaves. Simply
ries and 3 mg of po- brew them in a pot of
tassium, but no fat, hot water or let them
cholesterol, sodium, steep for 10 minutes.
Then, remove the
or sugar.[20]
leaves and drink the
Holy basil also con- liquid, adding natural
tains trace amounts of sweeteners if you devitamin A and C, cal- sire. Instant tea powcium, and iron. Con- ders that dissolve in
centrated extracts and water are also availessential oils
may able.
provide more of these

Essential Oil
Holy basil has a warm,
spicy, sweet aroma.
When using holy basil essential oil, keep
in mind that it’s extremely concentrated,
so you have to dilute
it in a carrier oil like
almond oil or coconut
oil before applying to
your skin.
By putting holy basil
oil in a diffuser, you
can enhance your
home’s aroma. You do
not need to dilute essential oils when used
in a diffuser. Never
take an essential oil
orally unless it is certified food-grade.
Article continued on
page...
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Quote Of The Week!
see how you can apply it to make your LIFE and
other people’s lives better.

“The Best Way To
Predict The Future
Is To Create It.”
Abraham Lincoln
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If You Want No More Pain, Fly,
Drive Or Catch The Train To
Burwood Back
Pain.
(Please Click Picture To Watch The Video)

Personal Testimonial
From The Editor
Of The Good News
Newspaper.
Nick, Chris and all
the fantasic staff
at Burwood Back
Pain have been my
saving grace and
guardian
angel’s
for many years.
Years ago after a
very serious lower
back collapse when
I was bent over and
doubled up in serious

pain, Nick, Chris and
all the staff cared for
me so well that between them they kept
me from having to
spend the rest of my
life in a wheelchair.
Since then they have
rescued me from
quite a number of
serious spinal and
neck problems. I cannot recommend them
all highly enough.
Derek White.

Everything Is Connected.
If One Thing Is Out Of
Alignment, It Can
Likely Affect
Something Else.

www.burwoodbackpain.com.au 02 9744 7693
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Holy Basil: Top 12 Amazing Health Benefits
Supplement Tablets
There are many holy
basil
supplements
available. These usually come in 500 mg
per tablet and you can
take more than one at
a time to get the serving amount you desire.

to conceive a child.
It’s not known how
this herb might affect
pregnant and lactating women, so avoid
it unless a healthcare
provider says otherwise.[11] In general,
however, holy basil
is safe to use and has
many healing properExtract
Always look for the ties.
purest, highest-quality, organic extracts Growing Holy Basil.
available. I recommend avoiding etha- If you want to grow
nol-alcohol based ex- your own holy basil,
it will thrive indoors,
tractions.
but can also be grown
depending
Dosage for Holy Basil outside,
The University of on your climate. In
Michigan
recom- the United States, the
mends taking 1,000 to plant grows best in
2,500 mg of holy bas- U.S. Department of
il per day, in the dried, Agriculture (USDA)
powdered leaf form. plant hardiness zones
10 and 11 — or the
worldScientists
recom- equivalent
mend these specif- wide.
ic amounts used in
clinical trials which It can’t handle frost,
helped various con- so it’s best to keep
ditions.[11] You can the plant above 50 detake the entire serv- grees Fahrenheit.
ing at once or spread it
A holy basil seed
throughout the day.
needs warm temperaHoly Basil Side tures to germinate, so
it’s best to plant this
Effects.
herb in springtime.
In human clinical trials, researchers found
holy basil had no side
effects,[11] but some
studies have found
that it reduced fertility
in animals.[21]

Holy basil needs full
sunlight and moist
soil to thrive. In general, this herb reaches
a height of 20 inches,
so you can harvest the
leaves multiple times
Holy basil may affect during the growing
spermatogenesis due season.
to the ursolic acid it
contains,[22] so avoid Points to Remember.
it if you are trying Holy basil — also

kind

called Tulsi — is a
popular herb that offers many health benefits. As an adaptogen, holy basil reduces
anxiety and lowers
stress. The herb also
helps balance blood
sugar, relieves headaches and earaches,
protects the stomach,
reduces fevers, and
boosts skin, brain, and
eye health.

Information and state- permission by The
Global Healing
ments made are for
education
purposes Center.
and are not intended
to replace the advice
of your doctor.

Holy basil is available
in teas, extracts, oils,
and supplements. You
can also use holy basil essential oil. Make
sure to avoid ethanolbased extracts.

Global Healing Center does not dispense
medical advice, prescribe, or diagnose
illness. The views
and nutritional advice
expressed by Global
Healing Center are not
intended to be a substitute for conventional medical service.
If you have a severe
medical condition or
health concern, see
your physician.

If you prefer growing
your own, do it indoors, unless you live
in a warm climate that
doesn’t get frost.
References (24)
†Results may vary.

Source of Original
Article please click
here to be taken to the
website page. This article has been reproduced in The Good
news Newspaper with
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Why Suffer? Be Happy Again

Get

Pictures thanks to www.pixabay.com

To Buy This Book For Just $17
Simply Click
On The Affiliate Link Below

http://abd671shio292q4jseo3vq9t07.hop.clickbank.net/?tid=DSH
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Should One Let Go Of One
Reality To Create A New
Reality?
By Derek White Editor © October 2018

Article
continued the world over.
from the front page.
Here is another well
As discussed on the known person writfront page. This whole ing about letting go:
subject of letting “In the process of letthings go is a very ting go, you will lose
important subject to many things from the
know about and to be past, but you will find
able to correctly apply yourself.” – Deepak
it in one’s life.
Chopra
Here are a few examples of some people
who have successfully applied this concept
to make their life
better.

“Letting go is the
willingness to change
your beliefs in order
to bring more peace
and joy into your life
instead of holding
onto beliefs that bring
J.K. Rowling of Har- pain and suffering...”
ry Potter Fame finally – Hal Tipper
after a lot of pain and
suffering decided to “Renew, release, let
let go of her constant go. Yesterday’s gone.
uphill struggle of life There’s nothing you
as a single mum on can
do to bring
the
unemployment it back. You can’t
benefit in Scotland by “should’ve”
done
putting pen to paper something. You can
and writing the first only DO something.
book
about Harry Renew yourself. RePotter and now look at lease that attachment.
where she is.
Today is a new day!”
– Steve Maraboli
She became one of
the richest women in “Some people believe
the world and famous holding on and hang-

ing in there are signs
of great strength.
However, there are
times when it takes
much more strength
to know when to let
go and then do it.”
– Ann Lander

freedom to the other,
that is by letting go,
we gain our own freedom back.”
– Aleksandra Ninkovic
These quotes are just
a couple of handfuls
of quotes by people who were faced
with the dilemma of
whether they should
let go or hang on.

“The day I understood everything, was
the day I stopped trying to figure everything out. The day I
knew peace was the
day I let everything Ultimately it is up to
go.”
you and make your
own decisions about
– C. JoyBell C.
whether you should
let go or not.
“You can only lose
what you cling to.”
But one thing is very
– Buddha
evident. Letting go of
things that are mak“You’ve got to make ing you unhappy or
a conscious choice are holding you back
everyday to shed the from you achieving
old – whatever ‘the your true potential
old’ means for you.” in life can be one of
–
Sarah
Ban the most empowering
Breathnach
things that one can do
for oneself.
“Your past does not
equal your future.”
If it is done correctly
– Anthony Robbins
without causing even
more upset and dam“It is by giving the age than it is worth, it

can be one of the best
things a person can
do to move forward
in their life.
I hope that in some
way this article can
help anybody that is
reading it who is having trouble in their
life by hanging on
to something longer
than they should to
gently start the process of letting go and
living life in a much
happier way than they
were before.
But please just remember, if you are
letting go of something or someone and
it is a very upsetting
and harrowing thing
and you are not sure
if you are doing the
right thing and you
are doing more damage than good then
don’t do it.
Because if it all goes
wrong and people or
children are being
hurt and scarred for
life or if mum and

dad are splitting up
for the wrong reasons
when they should not
be splitting up and instead they should really be working it out
with their marraige
partner so they can
stay together and not
damage and scar their
kids for life.
Good luck and always
do the right thing by
others.
Kind regards Derek
White Editor. © October 2018.
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Don’t Stop Running

Towards Your Dreams
By Les Brown
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It Is So Important That We Are Repeating It

Gratitude And Thank You
And How It Gets You What
You Want In Your Life
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Episode 8: Top Dressing Tomatoes
And Peppers, Mulching
Container Herbs And
Spraying Tips
By Gary Pilarchik Gardening tips:

Gary Pilarchik
Published on Jun 24, 2018
Episode 8 provides and update on my tomato plant’s
growth and covers top dressing/fertilizing peppers and
tomatoes in the ground and in
containers. I give you some
ideas on herb container gardening and transform a pepper bed with mulch. I cover
the principles behind mulching and cover how to spray
plants for managing diseases.

plies
http://amzn.to/2FgufvF Any
purchase of any Amazon
items, gets credited to me.
Thanks for using my link. It
helps fund my garden videos!
Visit The Rusted Garden
Seed & Garden Shop:https://
www.therustedgarden.com/

Follow me on Instagram for
Gardening Tips, Harvest Updates & Give-Aways: https://
www.instagram.com/therustHere is The Rusted Garden edga...
Link to Amazon for Seed
Starting & Gardening SupPage 23
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Top Easy Halloween Recipes To
Make At Home - Recipes
Compilation
By All About Food
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Crosswords + Puzzles

CROSSWORD And Sudoku Puzzles thanks to Cath
ED of TGNNP

To keep your mind tuned up and ready for action.
How Tuned Up Is Your Mind? Here Is This Week’s 204th Edition Crossword.
Across

1

1 direction (4)

15

23 handling for a
condition (9)
26 abbr south east
(2)
27 slacks (pl) (5)
30 striped African
animal (pl) (6)
32 abbr Australia
(2)

35

37 abbr advanced
organisation
(2)

37

13

14
20

25

38

26

21

22

27

28

31

32

39

Last Week’s 203rd
Edition Solution.

41
42

43
44

45
46
47

48

49

50

53
55

51

52

54

56

57

58
59
60
61

62

63

64

65

66

67

68
69

70

71

72

73
74

76

77

75
78

79

80
81
82

83

84

85
87

86
88

89

90

91
92

94

95

96

103

93

97
104

98
105

99

100

101

102

106

107
108

45 held back (10)
46 abbr
veterinarian (3)

49 people who
perform
experiments
(pl) (10)

44 for a long time
(4)

7

12

40

39 girl's name (4)

43 how old you
are (3)

6
11

36

47 professional
meeting (10)

42 consume (3)

5

34

38 symbol of
Nickel (2)
40 people who
have moved
conntry to
another (pl)
(10)

4
10

19

24

33 larva of a
butterfly (pl)
(12)
35 half circle (3)

18

30

33

9 skill as an
oarsman (pl)
(11)

19 awkwardness,
unease (pl)
(14)

17

3

9

29

6 exist (2)

17 exists (2)

16

23

4 abbr air
conditioning
(2)

15 an expression
of surprise (2)

2

8

53 someone riding
on public
transport (9)
55 abbr extra
sesory
perception (3)

109

57 timy amount
(3)

65 made of green
leafy matter (6)

58 Name of the
man in the
Matrix (3)

68 water and clay
or earth (3)

59 made into a
cirular shape
(7)
60 place yourself
in a chair (3)
61 extreme, acute
(7)
63 type of bird
(pl) (7)
64 black material
on a road (3)

70 areas where
children like to
play (pl) (11)
74 upon (2)
76 closest (7)
78 blue liquid
used in
fountain pens
(3)
80 pub (3)
81 spill over (4)
82 African
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CROSSWORD And Sudoku Puzzles thanks to Cath
ED of TGNNP

Sudoku

To keep your mind tuned up and ready for action.

Medium 204th

Easy 204th

Hard 204th

Ph: 0423 470 701

Last Week’s

Easy

Sudoku Solutions 203rd Edition
Medium

(02)9837 4443 Email: infocleanbg@gmail.com

Hard
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Crosswords + Puzzles
203rd Edition Word Search Solution
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Crosswords + Puzzles
Word Search 204th Edition:
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Dear Readers, Please Get Behind A Great
Youth Radio Station In Perth Western
Australia That’s Making A Difference

http://www.youthjamradio.com

Perth’s Positive
Alternative
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Ph: 0423 470 701

(02)9837 4443 Email: infocleanbg@gmail.com
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Classified Advertising 02 9837
If you would like to advertise in our paper please call Derek or Cath
on the following numbers Sydney Australia ( 02 ) 9837 4443
Derek’s Mobile 0425 315 615 Cath’s Mobile 0423 470 701.
We distribute Online to 196 Countries via Facebook, Linkedin,
Twitter and email and getting a lot of great feedback
from Readers

Advertising Deadline 12 O’clock Every Friday
PRUDENTIAL PARTNERS Chartered Accountants
Level 4, 47 York Street Sydney NSW 2000
Australia T + 61 2 9290 2640 F + 61 2 9290 2641
info@prudentialpartners.com.au

Ph: 0423 470 701

(02)9837 4443 Email: infocleanbg@gmail.com

www.healthelicious.com.au email: orders@healthelicious.com.au telephone: +61 (0)2 9552 3311
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Classified Advertising 02 9837

Whole Page Advertising
With Full Colour: $200
+ gst Per Week ($220.00)

Half Page
Advertising With
Full Colour $100
+ gst Per Week
($110)

Quarter Page Advertising
With Full Colour $50.00
+ gst Per Week ($55.00)
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